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Fractal Pattern Formation at
Elastic-Plastic Transition in
Heterogeneous Materials
Fractal patterns are observed in computational mechanics of elastic-plastic transitions in
two models of linear elastic/perfectly plastic random heterogeneous materials: (1) a
composite made of locally isotropic grains with weak random fluctuations in elastic
moduli and/or yield limits and (2) a polycrystal made of randomly oriented anisotropic
grains. In each case, the spatial assignment of material randomness is a nonfractal
strict-white-noise field on a 256�256 square lattice of homogeneous square-shaped
grains; the flow rule in each grain follows associated plasticity. These lattices are sub-
jected to simple shear loading increasing through either one of three macroscopically
uniform boundary conditions (kinematic, mixed-orthogonal, or static) admitted by the
Hill–Mandel condition. Upon following the evolution of a set of grains that become
plastic, we find that it has a fractal dimension increasing from 0 toward 2 as the material
transitions from elastic to perfectly plastic. While the grains possess sharp elastic-plastic
stress-strain curves, the overall stress-strain responses are smooth and asymptote toward
perfectly plastic flows; these responses and the fractal dimension-strain curves are almost
identical for three different loadings. The randomness in elastic moduli in the model with
isotropic grains alone is sufficient to generate fractal patterns at the transition but has a
weaker effect than the randomness in yield limits. As the random fluctuations vanish (i.e.,
the composite becomes a homogeneous body), a sharp elastic-plastic transition is
recovered. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3176995�
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Introduction
It was well known that many materials display fractal charac-

eristics �e.g., Refs. �1,2��. Indeed, fractals have been used in the
haracterization as well as morphogenesis models of spatial pat-
erns. Such phenomena were numerous, both in natural and arti-
cial materials, and included phase transitions and accretion �e.g.,
ef. �3��, fracture surfaces �4–7�, and dislocation patterns �8�. Of
ourse, this is but a short list of such studies, which were exten-
ively conducted in the 1980s and 1990s.

It appears that very little work was done on fractals in elasto-
lasticity, except for those on plastic ridges in ice fields �9� and
hose on shear bands in rocks �10,11� of the Mohr–Coulomb type.
hus, the present paper’s focus is on elastic-plastic transitions in
lanar random materials made of linear elastic/perfectly plastic
hases of metal type. We ask three questions: �a� Does the elastic-
lastic transition occur as a fractal plane-filling process of plastic
ones under increasing macroscopically uniform applied loading?
b� What are the differences between a composite made of locally
sotropic grains and a polycrystalline-type aggregate made of an-
sotropic grains? �c� To what extent is the fractal character of
lastic zones robust under changes in the model such as the
hange in perturbations in material properties?

In this paper we consider elastic/perfectly plastic transitions in
andom media in two two-dimensional microstructural models:
1� a linear elastic/perfectly plastic material with isotropic grains
aving random yield limits and/or elastic moduli and �2� a poly-
rystal with anisotropic grains following Hill’s yield criterion and
aving random orientations. In both cases, the microstructures are
onfractal random fields, the reason for that assumption being that
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the evolution of plastic zones would obviously �or very likely� be
fractal should the material properties be fractally distributed at the
outset. By setting up three types of monotonic loadings consistent
with the Hill–Mandel condition, stress-strain responses are nu-
merically obtained and directly related to fractal dimensions of
evolving sets of plastic grains. As we observe that the elastic-
plastic transition occurs through a fractal plane-filling pattern of
plastic grains for both models, we study the robustness of this
result for several related cases.

2 Model Formulation
By a random heterogeneous material we understand a set B

= �B��� ,���� of deterministic media B���, where � indicates a
realization and � is an underlying sample space �12�. The mate-
rial parameters of any microstructure, such as the elasticity tensor
or the yield tensor, jointly form a random field �, which is re-
quired to be mean-ergodic on �very� large scales, that is,

G��� � lim
L→�

1

V�
V

G��,x�dV =�
�

G��,x�dP��� � 	G�x�


�1�

Here the overbar indicates the volume average and 	 
 means the
ensemble average.

Key issues in the mechanics of random materials revolve
around effective responses, scales on which they are attained, and
types of loading involved. For linear elastic heterogeneous mate-
rials, a necessary and sufficient condition of the equivalence be-
tween energetically �� :�� and mechanically �� :�� defined effec-
tive responses leads to the well-known Hill �–Mandel� condition
� :�=� :� �13�. As is well known, this equation suggests the

following three types of uniform boundary conditions �BCs�:
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�1� kinematic �displacement� BC �with applied constant strain
�0�

u = �0 · x, ∀ x � �B� �2�
�2� static �traction� BC �with applied constant stress �0�

t = �0 · n, ∀ x � �B� �3�
�3� mixed-orthogonal �or displacement-traction� BC

�t-�0 · n� · �u-�0 · x� = 0, ∀ x � �B� �4�
Note here that an unambiguous way of writing Eq. �4�

involves orthogonal projections �14�.

�u − u0� · n = 0, �I − n � n����u� · n − t0� = 0 �5�
The above boundary conditions may be generalized to

elastic-plastic materials in an incremental setting �15,16�.
Strictly speaking, the static BC �Eq. �3�� is ill-posed for a
perfectly plastic material, but all the materials in our study
are heterogeneous so that the overall stress-strain responses
will effectively be the hardening type for monotonic load-
ings. We return to this issue in Sec. 3.

The microstructures in our study are linear elastic/perfectly
lastic materials with an associated flow rule. Specifically, the
onstitutive response of any grain �i.e., a piecewise constant re-
ion in a deterministic microstructure B���� is described by

d� = D−1d� + �̇
� fp

��
when fp = 0 and dfp = 0

d� = D−1d� when fp � 0 or fp = 0 and dfp � 0

�6�

here D is the elasticity tensor and fp is the yield function. For
nisotropic materials with quadratic yielding, fp is taken in von
ises’ form

f p = �ijkl	ij	kl − 1 �7�

ere �ijkl represents a positive defined fourth-order yield tensor
ith the following symmetries:

�ijkl = � jikl = �ijlk = �klij �8�

t follows that �ijkl has only 21 independent components instead
f 81 components in the most general case. The following two
pecial forms of Eq. �7� will be employed:

�i� Huber–von Mises–Hencky �isotropic� yield criterion

fp =
1

6
��	11 − 	22�2 + �	11 − 	33�2 + �	22 − 	33�2� + 	12

2

+ 	13
2 + 	23

2 −
	0

2

3
�9�

�ii� Hill �orthotropic� yield criterion

fp = F�	11 − 	22�2 + G�	11 − 	33�2 + H�	22 − 	33�2 + 2L	12
2

+ 2M	2 + 2N	2 − 1 �10�

Table 1 Material p

Material

Elasticitya

�GPa�

c11 c12 c44

	0
�MP

Aluminum 108 62.2 28.4 137

aMaterial properties for cubic elastic symmetry �19�.
bMaterial properties for the quadratic anisotropic yield criteri
13 23
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3 Computational Simulations of Elastic-Plastic
Transitions

We consider two special models of such random heterogeneous
materials. One consists of isotropic grains and the other is an
aggregate of anisotropic grains �crystals�. In both cases, the grains
are homogeneous linear elastic/perfectly plastic with the flow rule
following associated plasticity. The Huber–von Mises–Hencky
yield criterion applies to the isotropic case, while for the crystals
we employ Hill’s quadratic orthotropic yielding.

Model 1. Isotropic grains with random perturbations in the elas-
tic modulus and/or the yield limit. It follows that the random field
of material properties is simplified to �= �E ,	0� in which E is the
elastic moduli and 	0 represents the yield stress. The spatial as-
signment of random E and/or 	0 is a field of independent identi-
cally distributed �i.i.d.� random variables. That is, �= �E ,	0� is a
strict-white-noise field, clearly nonfractal. The mean values taken
are those of aluminum E=71 GPa, 	0=137 MPa, with the Pois-
son ratio 
=0.348 �17�.

Model 2. Anisotropic polycrystalline aggregates with random
orientations. For individual crystals the elasticity tensor Dp and
the yield tensor �p are given by

Dijkl
p = Rim

p R jn
p Rkr

p Rls
p Dmnrs

ref

�ijkl
p = Rim

p R jn
p Rkr

p Rls
p �mnrs

ref �11�

where Dref and �ref are the referential elasticity and yield tensor
and Rp is the rotation tensor associated with a grain of type p.
Also in this model, the random orientations form a strict-white-
noise field. The material orientations are taken to be uniformly
distributed on a circle; this is realized by an algorithm of Shoe-
make �18�. Values of the reference material parameters are given
in Table 1.

A numerical study of both models, in plane strain, is carried out
by ABAQUS. We take a sufficiently large domain that comprises
256�256 square-shaped grains. Each individual grain is homoge-
neous and isotropic, its E being constant and its 	0 being a uni-
form random variable of up to �2.5% about the mean. Other
kinds of randomness are studied in Sec. 5. We apply shear loading
through one of the following three types of uniform BC:

kinematic:�11
0 = − �22

0 = �, �12
0 = 0

mixed:�11
0 = �, 	22

0 = − 	, �12
0 = 	12

0 = 0

static:	11
0 = − 	22

0 = 	, 	12
0 = 0 �12�

all consistent with Eqs. �2�–�5�.
The equivalent plastic strain contour plots under different BCs

are shown in Fig. 1 for both models on domains 64�64 grains;
these smaller domains are chosen because graphics on larger do-
mains become too fuzzy visually. We can find that the shear bands
are at roughly 45 deg to the direction of tensile loading under
various BCs. This is understandable since we apply shear loading
with equal amplitude in both directions, while the material field is
inhomogeneous, so the shear bands are not at 45 deg exactly.

meters in Model 2

Plasticityb

	11 /	0 	22 /	0 	33 /	0 	12 /	0

1.0 0.9958 0.9214 1.08585

17�.
ara

a�

on �
Regarding this inhomogeneity, the plastic grains tend to form in a
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eodesic fashion so as to avoid the stronger grains �20�. Note that
he shear band patterns under the three BCs are different. They
iffer by stress concentration factors and rank in the following
rder in terms of BCs: kinematic, mixed, and static.

Figures 2�a� and 2�b� show constitutive responses of volume-
veraged stress and strain under three BCs for both models. The
esponses of single grain homogenous phases are also given for a
eference. First, the curves under different BCs almost overlap,

ig. 1 Plots of equivalent plastic strain on 64Ã64 domains for
odels 1 „isotropic grains… and 2 „anisotropic grains… under

arious BCs: „„a1… and „a2…… kinematic, „„b1… and „b2…… mixed,
nd „„c1… and „c2…… static

Fig. 2 Volume-averaged stressÈstrain resp

tropic grains… and „b… model 2 „anisotropic grai

ournal of Applied Mechanics
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showing that the �256�256� domain is very close to the repre-
sentative volume element �RVE�, i.e., the responses are almost
independent of the type of BC �12,21�. The response under mixed-
orthogonal loading is bounded from above and below by kine-
matic and static loadings, respectively. Of course, domains as
large as possible are needed to assess fractal dimensions.

The results in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b� can also be described by
hierarchies of bounds for elastic-hardening plastic composites
�12,22�, such as

	S1
Tt
−1  . . .  	S��

Tt
−1  	S�
Tt
−1  . . .  �S�

T�−1 � C�
T  . . .

 	C�
Td
  	C��

Td
  . . .  	C1
Td


for all 1  �� � �  � �13�

Here 	C�
Td
 and 	S�

Tt
 are the apparent tangent stiffness and com-
pliance moduli, respectively. The superscript d �or t� indicates the
case of displacement �or traction� BC. Another type of hierarchy
that applies is in terms of energies �see Eq. �15� in Ref. �23��.

Note that the curves of heterogeneous materials are always
bounded from above by those of the corresponding homogeneous
materials. However, the difference in the case of model 2 is
larger—the reason for this is that while in model 1 we use a
material whose parameters are arithmetic means of the micro-
structure, in model 2 we have to use a material with all crystalline
grains aligned in one direction �Rp=I�.

4 Fractal Patterns of Plastic Grains
Figures 3�a�–3�d� show elastic-plastic transition patterns in

model 2 for increasing stress 	 in static BC. The figures use a
binary format in the sense that elastic grains are white, while the
plastic ones are black. The plastic grains form plastic regions of
various shapes and sizes, and we estimate their fractal dimension
D using a “box-counting method” �24�. The results of box counts
for Figs. 3�a�–3�d� are shown in Figs. 4�a�–4�d�, respectively,
where we plot the ln− ln relationship between the box number Nr
and the box size r, respectively. With the correlation coefficients
very close to 1.0 for all four figures, we conclude that the elastic-
plastic transition patterns are fractal. The same type of results,
except for the fact that the spread of plastic grains is initially
slower under the static BC, is obtained for two other loadings in
model 2 as well as all loadings in model 1.

Figures 5�a� and 5�b� show evolutions in time of the fractal
dimension �D� under different BCs for both material models. We
find that the curves depend somewhat on a particular BC: In both

ses under different BCs for „a… model 1 „iso-
on

ns…
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models the fractal dimension D grows slower under the static BC
than under the mixed BC, and then the kinematic BC. However,
note that they share a common trend regardless of the loading
applied: D tends to be 2.0 during the transition, showing that the
plastic grains have a tendency to spread over the entire material
domain.

Furthermore, the dependencies of D on the volume-averaged
plastic strain under different BCs are almost identical in the case
of both models �Fig. 6�. This is very similar to the materials’
constitutive responses—say, the volume-averaged stress versus
strain—which are independent of BCs for sufficiently large do-
mains in Fig. 2. Thus, D turns out to be a useful parameter in
quantifying the evolution of elastic-plastic transitions in heteroge-
neous materials at and above the RVE level.

5 Further Discussion of Model 1
Here we examine model 1 under several kinds of material pa-

rameter randomness and various model assumptions. First, the
sensitivity of transition patterns to the material’s model random-
ness is investigated through comparisons in two scenarios.

Scenario A. Scalar random field of the yield limit with three
types of randomness.

A1 yield limit is a uniform random variable of up to �2.5%
about the mean

for Figs. 3„a…–3„d…, respectively, using the
1, „c… D=1.975, and „d… D=1.999. The lines
ig. 3 Field images „white: elastic; black: plastic… for model 2
anisotropic grains… at four consecutive stress levels applied
ia uniform static BC. The set of black grains is an evolving set
Fig. 4 Estimation of the fractal dimension D
box-counting method: „a… D=1.667, „b… D=1.90
rsus ln„r….
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A2 yield limit is a uniform random variable of up to �0.5%
about the mean
A3 deterministic case: no randomness in the yield limit

Scenario B. Random field of the yield limit and/or elastic
oduli �p= �Ep ,	p� with three cases.

B1=A1
B2 modulus is a uniform random variable of up to �2.5%
about the mean
B3 yield limits and moduli are independent uniform random
variables of up to �2.5% about their means

Results for A1–A3 and B1–B3 are shown in Figs. 7 and 8,
espectively. From Figs. 7�a� and 7�b� one can conclude that dif-
erent random variants in the model configuration lead to different
ransition patterns; overall, a lower randomness results in a nar-
ower elastic-plastic transition. Next, in Fig. 8 we observe the
andomness in yield limits to have a stronger effect than that in
lastic moduli. When both these properties are randomly per-
urbed, the effect is even stronger—both in the curves of the av-
rage stress as well as the fractal dimension versus the average
lastic strain.

A test of the robustness of results of model 1 involves a com-
arison of the original material with two other cases: �i� a hypo-
hetical material with parameters of the aluminum increased by
actor 2 �E=142 GPa and 	0=274 MPa� and �ii� a material with
arameters of mild steel in �E=206 GPa and 	0=167 MPa� �17�.
igure 9�a� illustrates the evolutions of D with respect to plastic
train for these materials. One can find that the curves of materials
and 2 are almost identical and bounded from above by that of
aterial 3, which is understandable, since the first two materials

ave the same yield strain while for the latter one it is less than the
wo.

In order to demonstrate the influence of yield strain more
learly, we scale the plastic strain by the material’s yield strain
nd plot the results again in Fig. 9�b�. The three curves are now
ractically identical. Note that, after scaling of yield strain, the
onstitutive responses of all variants of model 1 are also reduced
o one smooth stress-strain curve, which can be fitted by, say,
12= �2k /��tan−1�d12 /b�, where k is the yield stress in shear,
hile b�0 models a smooth curve; for b→0, the smooth curve

ends toward the line of perfect plasticity. This curve may be
ounded by the linear elasticity/perfect plasticity with yield strain

Fig. 5 Time evolution curves of the fractal
„isotropic grains… and „b… model 2 „anisotrop
dimension under different BCs for „a… model 1
ic grains…. All loadings are linear in time.
qual to 1.0.

ournal of Applied Mechanics
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Fig. 6 Fractal dimensionÈplastic strain curves under differ-
ent BCs for „a… model 1 „isotropic grains… and „b… model 2 „an-

isotropic grains…
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Conclusions
We consider elastic-plastic transitions in random linear elastic/

erfectly plastic media, where the yield limits and/or elastic
oduli are taken as nonfractal random fields �in fact, fields of

.i.d. random variables�. In particular, two planar models are stud-
ed: a composite with isotropic grains and a polycrystal with an-
sotropic grains having orientation-dependent elasticity and Hill’s
ield criterion. By setting up three types of loadings consistent
ith the Hill–Mandel condition, the stress-strain responses and

ractal dimensions of evolving plastic regions are obtained by
omputational mechanics. Referring to the three questions raised
n the Introduction of this paper, we find the following.

�a� The elastic-plastic transition occurs as a fractal plane-
filling process of plastic zones in both heterogeneous
�fundamentally nonfractal� material models—one with
random fluctuations in yield limit and/or elastic moduli
and another with randomly oriented anisotropic grains.
The fractal dimension of plastic zones increases mono-
tonically as the macroscopically applied loading in-

Fig. 7 Comparison by different random va
„a… average stress-strain curves and „b… frac

Fig. 8 Comparison of the effects of random
moduli: „a… average stress versus average s

strain
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creases, with kinematic BC in a strongest growth of D,
followed by the mixed-orthogonal BC, and then by the
static BC.

�b� Very similar fractal patterns and stress-strain curves are
exhibited by both, the composite made of locally isotro-
pic grains and the polycrystalline aggregate made of an-
isotropic grains. As the randomness in material properties
decreases toward zero in the first model, the elastic-
plastic transition tends from a smooth curved bend in the
effective stress-strain curve toward a sharp kink and this
is accompanied by an immediate plane-filling of plastic
zones. Of course, the limiting case of no spatial random-
ness does not physically exist, i.e., a homogeneous mate-
rial is but a hypothetical idealized model. Also note that
in the model with anisotropic grains, no sharp kink can
be recovered unless all the grains acquire an identical
orientation.

�c� The fractal character of plastic zones is robust under
changes in the model such as the change in strength in
random perturbations in material properties or a change

ts „RV=5%, 1%, and 0-deterministic case…:
dimension versus plastic strain

erturbations in the yield limit and/or elastic
in and „b… fractal dimension versus plastic
rian
tal
p
tra
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in the mean elastic moduli and yield limits. At this point
we can only conjecture that the plane-filling character
becomes space-filling in three-dimensional settings with
simulations of the latter appearing to be barely within the

ig. 9 Comparison of different material responses: „a… fractal
imension versus plastic strain and „b… fractal dimension ver-
us scaled plastic strain „i.e., scaled by yield strain…
reach of present day computers.

ournal of Applied Mechanics
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While this research was set in the context of elastic/perfectly plas-
tic grains, future studies will have to show, among others, how
hardening affects the plane-filling of plastic zones and how fractal
patterns change from the present �metal-type� models to soils.
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